it's a story that begins like others with a boy admissibly happy What is my role? How can I fix them? As a nurse, I was drawn to understanding the façades that we create for ourselves and how this should be part of whole person approaches to care.
The memory of this event resurfaced when reading a physician's poignant account of bearing witness to a suicide. As a family medicine resident at the time, Hughes 1 reflection was prompted when listening to a radio show; a husband was recounting his efforts to prevent his wife's suicide attempts by hiding anything she could use to harm herself, yet "he couldn't hide the bridges" 1 . Hughes recalled while driving to work, observing the car in front of her pull over and then witnessing a man climb over the railing of a bridge and plunge to his death. While he was not her patient, she wrestled with not being able to fix him or work with
